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Editorial
Welcome to the December edition of the magazine and we have a nice full edition this time
around.
Firstly a quick reminder of the AGM on the 11th January and subscriptions are due on the 1st
January.
We have a bumper article from Pash on his experiences on the Rally Prague Revival which he
did with Skoda legend John Haugland, accompanied by lots of pictures. Out and About looks
at the London to Brighton Veteran Car Run and the VSCC Driving Tests at Brooklands. We
have reprinted a pair of articles from previous editions of the magazine. Do not forget the
selection of DVD’s which are available for hire. The regular delve into the donated picture
collection continues with a trip to France.
Club and Pubnights continue at The Fox (Fox Corner, Worplesdon, Guildford GU3 3PP). We
hope to see you there!
Any reports, anecdotes and articles always gratefully received. Let’s hear what you’ve been up
to or indeed can remember doing!
Can we wish all members a very Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year…
Stay Safe
Annette & Robert Clayson

Social Calendar
December
14th Clubnight at The Fox, Fox Corner,
Worplesdon, Guildford GU3 3PP. 8pm
21st Committee Meeting
29th Pubnight at The Fox (Note this a
Wednesday)

Competition
December
3rd - Southsea MC - 12 Car
10th FDMC Gwyn Jones Memorial 12 car
17th Basingstoke MC Nick Ardern
Memorial 12 car
28th Sutton & Cheam MC Mini Tempest
Marshals Required Names to Mark.

January
11th AGM at The Fox

Full details on the the website

Goodwood Events - Open.

Weald MC 12 Car

Brooklands Events - Currently the museum is
currently open Daily, with pre booked tickets
are advisable. Tickets are now available for
their New Years Day Classic Car gathering.

10th December - Blackpalfrey MC
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11th February - GMC Round
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Guildford Motor Club
Annual General Meeting
Tuesday 11th January 2022
The Fox at Fox Corner
From 8pm.

Membership Renewals
A reminder that the subscriptions are due on the 1st January 2022.
These need to be forwarded to Mark as soon as possible and he will
issue you with a new membership card!

Full Membership is £15 and £20 for Family Membership.

Why not renew at the AGM!

GMC Events 2022
12 Cars
11th February, Friday - The GMC Round in the Weald MC 12 car series.
7th October, Friday - The Rapscallion.

Touring Assemblies
8th May, Sunday - The Jedi
25th September, Sunday - David Roscoe Memorial Dimanche Tour
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The rst Sunday in November saw the London to Brighton Veteran
Car Run, held in lovely autumnal weather. Along with all the
participants in the main run lots of classic car owners bring out
their pride and joy. This page features a number of these, whilst
the page opposite look at some of the cars on the run.
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Reprints
This month we return to revisiting past magazines. With articles from March 1994 and March
1995.

The Shell Helix Quiz Challenge by Robert Clayson - March 1994
As you will recall from last month’s magazine, we were planning to field a team of three at one of the area
rounds of this National Motorsport Quiz - it was decided that we should take part at the round being
hosted by the Peugeot dealers in Canterbury. I had already had a call from Henry volunteering my
services! Henry had also approached a number of other people who con rmed they may be available, but
nearer the time the list got shorter. So when l met Henry at the services on the M25 at 6.30 on February
3rd, the list of people had dwindled to two! Henry explained that the other team member would have had
di culty in getting to Canterbury for 7.30, the ‘kick o ’ time.
This was the last round of the quiz, with the nal at Donington on the following Saturday but, for various
reasons, neither of us could make that day. When we arrived at the Peugeot garage we were told that the
starting time had been put back to eight o’clock. If we had known that earlier then our team would have
been three and we would have had some support. Once the evening got under way, the organisers
showed a video of the 1993 Top Gear Rally Championship the club was presented with a copy of this
video.
The next part of the evening got the grey matter working - sixty questions on motorsport and motoring.
While the answers were marked there was a food interval - thank goodness. When the procedings were
reconvened, we were given the answers. We reckon we got right all but about 10 of the questions - not
bad going - but we made some silly mistakes — like who was the rst British nisher on this year’s Monte
Carlo Rally? (answer below). The top four teams were split into two groups and faced some more
questions, the winners of each of the groups then faced each other in the evening’s nal.
Henry and I decided to leave before the final as we had somewhat of a journey back home. Mind you, not
getting into the nal rounds was all part of our cunning plan not to win because we could not go to
Donington. A bit like the plan to always come second on GMC events so as not to have to organise them
the following year!
Reading in Motoring News, it appears the winners of our round - East Grinstead MC - went on to win the
quiz outright.
Answer: One immediately thinks of drivers, which is what we did and answered Colin McRae, but in fact it
was Nicky Grist who partnered Juha Kankkunen to second place.

Valentine 95 - Who are those three blokes? by Dickie Smart - March 1995
Some of you may have noticed a combination of three names appearing in the results of various
events during the past six years and wondered “who are they?” Others may not and may wish to
tum to the next article ……..
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For those who have, I should like to combine some thoughts on this year’s Valentine scatter with
some extremely average information on us. Back in 1965 I met Gordon somewhere or other as
he lived just around the comer. In about 1979 I met Chris through connections in Scouting. Here
we are in 1995 about to embark on another season of upsetting the wife by disappearing for
about eight hours on a Saturday evening.
To complete the “crew” information we are just three blokes who, like many other average
people, enjoy pouring over maps for hours on end and then cruising around country roads
looking for small pieces of cardboard attached to various fixtures (or not). The fact that we drive
from En eld (North London) via Radlett and St Albans for about an hour just to reach the start
may indicate just how stupid we must be (according to the wife). It should be noted, however,
that we did try one season (1990) of just competing in more local events only to find that of the
three club events we entered we won two of them. The competition was obviously keener in the
GMC events so we came back down south west(ish). This may have been a mistake as we have
only won two events overall since 1990 (Clock 1993 and Topo 1994) but are still hoping for more
success.
Back to the most recent event last Saturday night. This is our 5th Valentine and we were fairly
confident of a “good” event and things started well. We had a good proportion of the navigation
solved and plotted before heading o for our first Marshall (Q22 was a little tricky without the
start location - well I gave up!) On arriving at the car park for Marshall C we hoped that we would
not have to count the posts around the car park as last year and were glad of a couple of easy
searches to work out a spot height. As the other two were so quick I only managed to solve one
more question before we set o again to pick o a few boards. Apart from a couple of slight
inaccuracies in the board references (what do you mean you found it on the other side of the
road?) we were still going well collecting all the answers on our route and making good time for
our second Marshall. We visited Marshall B next (how much easier it plots now the map has
been updated) and again found the answer in a quick time, at least we thought so.
Driving in a roundabout route towards Marshall C we picked up a nice collection of boards
although we lost a little time in searching for number 17 that appeared to have been picked up
during the day (well it was the Valentine). As we had a few minutes spare before visiting our last
Marshall we had a go at the remaining unsolved navigation and fortunately solved the
VALENTINE herringbone that, as suspected (or was it hoped?) could be visited on our way back
to the nish. Three other “biggies” still eluded us and we knew that we would not be able to win.
We had another good search at the last Marshall and then set o back towards the nish with a
handful of boards still to pick up. The last one we visited was the noticeboard in the start/finish
car park. This was a popular nishing board as several crews ran by us when we had parked up
in front of it at the end.
Having dropped only three big boards (allowing for Q22 being a non-starter) and one medium
board (not there) we thought we might reach the top ve. However, we only managed a
disappointing 7th that confirms just how tough the competition is.
Still, the Printemps is only three weeks away - maybe we will get our third victory there?
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10th Rallye Prague Revival
29th – 31st October 2021

Car Number 4 John Haugland – N / Richard Pashley – GB
Back in July, Julie Haugland (wife of the great Norwegian rally driver John Haugland) contacted
me on Facebook Messenger out of the blue. Well not that much out of the blue… Back in 2002,
2003 & 2004 I used to Co-drive for Irish rally driver Shaun Gallagher in the Peugeot 206
Supercup. He was mentored by John and I visited Norway and John Haugland’s Ice Lake Rally
School on several occasions. In 2006 I Co-drove for John in a Skoda Motorsport UK run Skoda
Fabia on the Lombard Revival Rally where (after a very time-consuming puncture in the forest of
Ae) we nished 10th overall.
The message from Julie read: “Hi from Norway! John needs to contact you. Can he have your
telephone number or email address? A proposition for you (smiley face, tongue out emoji)”
After I provided contact details and an in-depth telephone conversation from John he sent me
this follow up email:
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“Hi Richard.
Ref. telephone conversation.
Prague Revival Rallye is not as a normal rally! The main thing is
navigation. On small roads in the Bohemia area between
Prague and Liberec. Relatively high average speed. If we get
lost, it is at-out. There are also speed-traps, and if we get
caught, there are a heavy penalty....
Last time we had 12 special-stages. Mostly Mickey Mouse
stu , rallycross-tracks, go-cart tracks and industrial areas, but
also a few tarmac hill climbs. Gravel and tarmac. The hill
climbs were 2 or 3 runs, so we made pace-notes on the rst
run.
Start in the outskirts of Prague. Then one stage in a parking
area nearby, and then into Prague town centre for the o cial
start. The formal Start is at a square in Prague. Lots of
spectators, and media! Then start and navigation out of
Prague, which can be tricky.
Approximately 160 cars, all older than 1990. The newer cars
have a points penalty based on age from the start, the older
car, the less penalty. Our car is a Skoda 130 LR Gr. B works
replica from 1985.
All sorts of cars, from Ferrari to Trabant. Many Porsches, lots
of all types of Skoda’s and Lada’s. The entry is like an old car
museum! Most competitors are from Czechia, but last time
drivers from Poland, Germany, Austria, Italy, France, Sweden,
Finland, Belgium and Norway. A friend of mine from here take
part in a Datsun 240 Z. it’s the 3rd time for him.
There is a class for older rally drivers, called The Legends
Class where we, all foreign drivers, and some Czech drivers
are competing in, some 50-60 cars. First year we retired, then
nished 2nd, 3rd and last year we won and nished 9th overall.
First and second year my wife Julie was co-driving, 3rd. year
my co-driver from the 80’s, Monika Eckardt, was co-driving,
but both said never again! Too hectic and fast, and they were
not satis ed with the safety. Also, Eda Patera (the Cleck of the
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Course) is a Dictator and a good friend of
mine, which is an advantage....
The 4th time Oddvar Moland from Norway was
co-driving, and he was very happy and would
come again, but he has a clashing date with a
regularity rally in Denmark with another driver.
He liked this type of event, as he is quick in
his head, loves to navigate, and likes it to be a
bit hectic. Like you! Oddvar will send you an
e-mail with his experiences and advise,
The time schedule is start Friday afternoon.
Then drive to about 10 o’clock, which means
3 hours in the dark. Then overnight halt 2
nights in the same hotel, probably in Liberec.
Then all day Saturday and Sunday we’re back
to Prague and nish about 3 o’clock. Dinner
for everybody Saturday night at the hotel, and
party after the nish in Prague.
I have Stilo helmet, Hans, intercom and two
head-sets. We don’t have to use overalls, but
many do.
Hopefully your boss will give you the time o ?
Looking forward to your comments.
Best regards
John”
So, after been given the green light by ‘The
Boss’ I ew out to Prague from Heathrow
terminal 5 on Wednesday 27th October full of
intrigue and trepidation of what this new
event format could present. When I landed
and arrived at Radotin (on the outskirts of
Prague) with John to meet Eda at his Citroen
garage we got to look over the car provided
by him for the event. It was a 1985 Skoda
130LR but far from ‘full Grp.B’ example. It
In Tune
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was more of a Grp.B replica at best but at least
John was familiar with the car having used it on
the four previous running’s of the event. So, after a
bit of fettling, adjusting and polishing we were
happy enough with the car to take it out on the
pre-event shakedown route organised by Eda.
This was going to be my rst experience of how
this unique event actually works in practice and
what an eye opener it was!
I had the tulip roadbook for the shakedown and a
trip app I had downloaded on my phone before
travelling out to Czechia and some 1:50,000 scale
maps I had borrowed from Peter Rushforth (via
Colin Woodhouse from Basingstoke MC). The
maps were useless, the app wasn’t that great and
the roadbook was like driving blind! We were
pressing on a bit to try and maintain the 55kph
average and the only tulips in the roadbook were
the ones where you turn o the main/current road
at either a slot, tee junction or crossroads. So, you must follow the road you are on until the road
book told you otherwise. This sounds easy in principle but in practice it is a lot harder to
achieve. You see the road signs are a bit aky in
Czechia and a lot of guess work and gut instinct
comes into the following of the correct route and it
was to be the same on the rally for real. But rst,
Thursday was going to be a day of culture and
socialising, so time to park the car back at the
garage and head to the bar at hotel for a beer or
two.
On Thursday all the foreign legend crews were
invited for a cultural tour of the city of Prague by
event organiser himself, Eda Patera. So, at 09:30
hours we all met at Radotin train station for the
sub half hour train ride into Prague’s central
station. We were given a guided tour of the old
town on shanks’s pony. From the station we
headed on into the Old Town Square with its 600year-old Astronomical Clock, onto Náměstí Jana
Palacha (from where we would have the
ceremonial start from the next day) adjacent to
one of the many grand concert halls that Prague
has: The Rudol num. Then continuing down the
East bank of the Vltava River that cuts through the middle of the Czech capital city and over
Charles Bridge, continuing up the hill of the Malá Strana via tram for Lunch at Restaurace U
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Ševce Matouše then gently back down to do the obligatory lap
round Prague Castle and the St. Vitus Cathedral. Upon exiting
the castle we meandered back down Malá Strana on foot to the
West back of the river to nish o with another Tram and train
ride back to Radotin.
After a freshen up back at the hotel we all congregated at Kart
Centrum for dinner that evening, along with a couple of beers
and a spot of go karting. The go karting hurt (I was still su ering
the e ects when I got home to the UK after the rally!) but a
couple more beers helped in giving me a sound nights pre-rally
sleep once I’d downloaded a more suitable trip app on to my
phone.
Friday was day one of the rally with all the pre-start rally
formalities taking place back at Kart centrum. After conducting
an in-depth ‘Google map recce’ of the rst road section into
Prague for the ceremonial start I thoroughly enjoyed an F1 Burger
for lunch with plenty of time left for the drivers brie ng. This was
not your usual brie ng though. With the special ins and outs of
the workings of a rally in which the format is only written down in
the mind of one man it took some time to convey the format to all
the competitors, especially with it having to be translated into at
least four other di erent languages. The brie ng lasted for almost
an hour which left us with only minutes before the rst car was
due to leave for the rst test, which was situated on the run out
to the ceremonial start at the Rudol num.
The rst timed test was SS01 Hippodrom at the Horse
racecourse to the Southwest of the city. SS’s are not indeed
Special Stages but are in fact ‘Show Sections’ because you have
to remember what Eda had told us at the drivers brie ng; “this
event is not a Race, or a Rally, but a ‘Meeting’ of like-minded
individuals with historic cars”. SS1 was very much a mickey
mouse a air on perforated concrete panels with grass growing
up the middle of them, which is in an area that is used for car
parking when there is a horse race meeting on. No real dramas
on the test and onward into the city centre for the ceremonial
start. It wasn’t that busy but a good size crowd was waiting for
the cars to turn up. It was a nice and relaxed atmosphere for 45
minutes with co ee and snacks provided by the organising club
UMAK whilst John seemed to sign thousands of autographs.
Then we were o on the rally for real. The rst road section from
the ceremonial start was a 15.5km, 35min, (26.5kmph) to a secret
Time Control in a garage yard to the Northeast of the outskirts of
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the city. A lot of foreign crews struggled with this route but we
did alright and ended up going through the time control on time
and rst car on the road. That pretty much set the precedent for
the rest of the event as we spent 85% of the entire event running
rst car on the road. Me, little old me from the UK and my rst
time on the event, my concentration levels required to stay on the
right route were o the chart!
The next road section took us all from Prague, Northeast through
Czechia to Bělá pod Bezdězem for SS02 – Adventure Land. This
is when the real pace of the rally kicked in. 69.2km in 1h10min at
a 59.3kmph average speed. We got there in time (just) for two
laps of this rally test venue that Skoda Motorsport use often for
testing their rally cars, strangely enough. Two laps worth of fun
was had and then it was the last road section of the day.
57.7km in 53min at an average speed of 65.3kmph to the Hotel
Babylon in Liberec for the rst of two overnight stays there. We
left Adventure Land and straightaway slotted right through the
Bohemian Forest for a 2.3km stretch of ‘white’ road very much
akin to the type of tracks found on the Preston Road Rally,
organised by Chelmsford Motor Club. The tulip was slightly
wrong for the slot into the forest which caused a bit of confusion,
but after quite a few cars reaching a locked forest gate and
having to reverse the local resident, getting annoyed by all the
noise, arrowed the junction so the later crews found their way
rst time. All was going well up until three tulips from the end of
the section when the road book seemed to fall to shit!
We were lost half a kilometre from the hotel so I employed the
services of Google maps and found the entrance to the
underground multistorey car park to the hotel. A helpful (?) man
in a rally jacket directed us down the ramp into the car park as
we had been struggling to nd the time control. Well, he wasn’t
helpful at all! Several other Foreign Legend crews had also fallen
foul of the ‘trap’ laid three tulips from the end. So, picture the
scene… 20 odd rally cars lost in an underground multistorey car
park all going up and down looking for the nal control of the
day. Up the down ramps and down the up ramps with more and
more cars joining every minute. We found the exit barriers, as I
was now sure the time control was on the outside of the hotel
complex but we couldn’t get out through the barriers as John
had dropped the parking ticket on the way into the car park due
to those stupid sliding Perspex windows rally cars have (which
I’ve never liked throughout my whole rallying career)! So, we had
to do a three point turn to get back into the car park. The tunnel
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SS 1 Hippodrom

SS 2 Adventure Land

Special Stage Diagrams

SS 3 & 6 Speedway

SS 4, 7 & 9 Ski Arena

SS 5 & 8 Rally Test

SS 11 Military Arena

SS 10 Hill Climb
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wasn’t that wide and we had to
conduct an 83,000-point turn (very
much like Austin Powers in a golf
buggy) only to be met nose to nose
with Sven Lund in his Datsun 240Z.
A little bit of squeezing past him
and we eventually found a man, in
a tabard, with a clock, accepting
timecards! A little bit of a cock up
on my behalf, as the tulips were
correct, resulting in a 200-point
penalty before our rst night in the
second host city of the rally.
Once we checked in to the hotel
we all needed a local tour guide to
help us navigate ourselves around the establishment. The Hotel Babylon is huge! With long
anonymous corridors that seemed to go on forever. Some of the other foreign crews stating the
similarity to The Shining!?! Anyway, we found a pizzeria in the bowels of the hotel and we had a
couple of beers with a pizza to unwind.
Saturday was set to be the longest day of the event with 400km of road sections and seven
Show Sections spread across three venues returning to the Hotel Babylon in Liberec in the
evening. It didn’t start in the best of fashions when the car would not start in the multistorey car
park but with a bit of help from a couple of loyal John Haugland fans we got it bump started and
delivered to Eda’s service crew, located in the car park that we failed to nd the evening prior.
SS 03&06 was four laps of the speedway track in Liberec.
SS 04,07&09 was two laps of the Ski Arena at Vesec where the World Cross-Country Skiing
Championship were held in 2010, which was, weirdly, an all-tarmac venue!
SS 05&08 was two laps of a
di erent version of the Rally Test at
Bělá pod Bezdězem, the rst visit
here also hosting the lunch halt.
The speedway test was a lot of fun,
four laps sideways on full throttle,
my only job was counting the laps
completed. The rst lap of the Ski
Arena we made pacenotes at rally
speed (as we also did at the rally
test venue of Adventure Land) with
me then relaying the pacenotes on
the subsequent laps completed.
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The day basically comprised of four di erent routes between Liberec/Vesec and Bělá pod
Bezdězem of approximately 65km at 60kmph including three more runs up and down the ‘white’
through the forest. We got lost again in Liberec on the run back to the Speedway track and from
the Speedway track, ending up doing circles around a retail centre car park (along with several
other rally cars)! We also got stopped by the Czech Police on a narrow yellow that we were
driving along with gusto on the nal run back to Vesec. They just wanted to say ‘hello’!?! Rather
embarrassing though when the 130LR wouldn’t restart and we had to limp o back past the
nose of their Police car on the starter motor! However, this time I got the road book to work
when I spotted the road sign we’d missed the night before and we found the nal time control in
the car park adjacent to the Hotel Babylon.
This evening the event had laid on dinner in one of the many conference (expo) rooms within the
basement of the Hotel. You could have Beef Goulash, Lasagne or (what I went for) Chicken
Schnitzel, washed down with a couple of beers. We followed that o with a couple more beers in
the hotel reception along with a couple of unpronounceable spirits as a nightcap along with the
other European based Foreign Legend crews
from France, Belgium, Norway and Portugal.
Sunday was the last 110km of the 620km long
event. A quick run out to SS10, a Hillclimb
course up to Czech Cottage, on the outskirts
of Liberec. This was another road section that
didn’t go to plan and within 3km I was back on
Google employing the services of their
mapping application. 1 minute dropped at the
arrival control and rst minute dropped when
nding the TC. For this 2km course I read the
road to John from the test plan in a descriptive
fashion and he pressed on up the hill stating at
the end that he was very happy with the notes!
Then we had a 100km dash at 60kmph to the
nal show section, SS11 – Military Area,
Milovice. Quite quickly into this section Car 3,
the Datsun 240Z of Sven Lund, pulled over and
let us past. Sven then followed us, no more
than 10 metres o our rear bumper, the rest of
the day (having lost con dence with his codriver). So now I had the added pressure of now navigating for TWO cars on the rally. This was
heightened when during the road section we had to turn o on to farmland and do two laps
around a eld complex, once again akin to the Preston Road Rally but in the daylight.
Two laps of the disused helicopter parking pads at Milovice later we were on the nal road
section back to Radotin for the nish. No route in the roadbook, which had now ended, so we
had to make our own way back. I punched the destination of Kart Centrum into the app and
Google guided John, myself, Sven and his co-driver back to the nish and the nal time control
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of the event. A couple of beers went down lovely,
along with another F1 Burger whilst we waited for the
results. Results were announced, awards presented
and then everybody buggered o , no after rally party
or anything!
So, after a wash and freshen up in the ‘Sports Hotel’
crews from Norway, France, Belgium and Yorkshire
went to a really nice restaurant for some lovely food,
a bottle of red wine and some more
unpronounceable spirits as a nightcap. Oh, then
back to the ‘Sports Hotel’ for a couple of beers. Wow
John can drive but he can sure as hell snore for
Norway!
Monday morning, I ew back to Heathrow Terminal 5
pretty much a broken man. The level of concentration
required for the duration of the rally left me mentally
exhausted, I had immensely sore back for four days
(partially from three days spent rattling around in a
rally car and partially from the Go Karting on the
Thursday evening) the back is still not right as I write
this now! I also spent three days with chronic ‘Man
Flu’. But do you know what? it was all worth it… I
loved it!
I am so lucky to have such a wonderful wife! – N.B:
The wife may have proof read this article!?!
Pash

John Haugland
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The next three pages feature some of the other cars on the event
December 2021
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Motorfilms Quarterly DVDs

A series of DVD’s has been
donated to the club which
form the rst twenty volumes
of the Motor lms Quarterly
series.
Each DVD contains series of
historical lms made
independently, by
manufacturers and suppliers.
They are de nitely from
another era! They really do
make enjoyable viewing.
The full list of DVDs is
available on the website only
via this link,
or use this: https://
tinyurl.com/ad4nez2m
As you will see from the list
the lms cover a wide range
of motoring related topics.
Racing and Rallying are well
covered along with drivers
and personalities and of
course some period oddities!
Individual DVDs are available
to hire from the Club to
members only.
DVD's can be collected from
the Librarian at both Club
and Pub nights. Hiring cost
will be £1 per month with a
£10 deposit.
We think we have sorted your
winters evening viewing!
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The end of October saw the VSCC at
Brooklands Museum for their Driving
Tests. A damp start but always
entertaining.
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From the Slide Collection

This months delve into the Slide Collection, we visit Montlhery in France for the 1st Coupe de
Automobiliste and the 3rd Coupe de L’Age D’or. These date from the 20th October 1968.
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GMC - Goodies

GMC - Membership Fees

The following GMC Goodies are available from Mark
Feeney, just phone him or speak to him at Clubnights
Car Badges (Enamel)

£30.00

Windscreen Sticker

£1.50

Club Badge (Self Adhesive)

£1.00

GMC Leather Key Ring

£1.50

GMC Mugs

£2.00

GMC Polo Shirts (White)

£15.00

GMC Sweat Shirts (Green)

£20.00

Romers, Clear or White
plastic

£6.00

GMC Ice Scrapers

£2.00

GMC Pens

3 for a £1.00

Full Membership

£15.00

Family Membership

£20.00

Associate Membership

£2.50

Pro-rata Membership for new members joining
after 1st July
Full Membership
Family Membership

£7.50
£10.00

Website and Social Media
Website:
www.guildfordmotorclub.org.uk
facebook:
www.facebook.com/guildfordmotorclub
instagram:
https://www.instagram.com/guildfordmotorclub
Hamish Roscoe’s YouTube channel is here.

GMC - Contact Details
Chairman and Secretary: Mark Feeney

Social Secretary: Francis Carlisle-Kitz

71 Carfax Avenue, Tongham, Farnham Surrey.
GU10 1BD
Phone: 01252 319672(H) 07747 445680 (M)
email cm@guildfordmotorclub.org.uk

Phone: 07500 512494
email: ss@guildfordmotorclub.org.uk

Competition Secretary: Richard Pashley

Phone: 07970 926905

The Old Bali s House, 152 Brox Road,
Ottershaw, Chertsey Surrey. KT16 0LQ
Phone: 01932 875253
email: cs@guildfordmotorclub.org.uk

Magazine Editors and Website: Annette and
Robert Clayson

Treasurer and Vice Chairman:
Graham Skingle

Chief Marshal: Jon Marlow

39 Longhope Drive, Wrecclesham, Farnham,
Surrey. GU10 4SN
Phone: 01252 726618
email: intune@guildfordmotorclub.org.uk

Phone: 01252 702510
email: tr@guildfordmotorclub.org.uk
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